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Introduction
Several numerical and experimental studies suggest that in structures isolated with friction bearings, base shear and floor

accelerations are amplified during combined horizontal and vertical shaking. Specifically, a full-scale shake table test of a 5-

story steel moment frame building isolated with triple pendulum bearings showed that vertical motion induced high frequency

variation in the axial force of the bearing. Which led to surge in base shear. However, many studies have concluded negligible

influence of vertical motion ([5-6]), while only a few have noticed considerable increase. As a result, a new PEER project

focuses on better quantifying the influence of vertical shaking on the design base shear in bridges.

Scope of project
• A parametric study will be conducted on bridge model to perform computational simulations to understand influence of vertical ground motion on bridge base shear.

• Different parameters varied will be: span length, number of spans, period of isolation system, pier height, different deck cross-sections, pier support conditions etc.

• Isolation bearings will be modelled using Triple Friction Pendulum element, that can simulate the interaction of bearing axial force and lateral force. Vertical dynamics will be considered. For

instance distributed stiffness and mass along the superstructure spans to capture the vertical dynamics of the system, which is usually not considered.

• Opensees will be used for evaluating bridge seismic response carrying response history analysis.

• As bridges are comparably simple structures, base shear escalation will be main effect of vertical shaking, making bridges ideal starting point to find out increase in base shear due to vertical

shaking. Base shear will be quantified for 3d shaking corresponding to 2d shaking to identify impact of vertical ground motion.

• Full scale steel moment resisting frame isolated with TPB

was shaken in Japan to evaluate effectiveness of base

isolation to protect building structure and nonstructural

components.

• Following figures show increase in base shear and

recorded floor acceleration at roof during 3d 88RRS

motion.

• Calculated spectral acceleration for recorded roof

acceleration shows higher structural modes were excited

during 3d shaking compare to 2d.

Detailed Review of Selected studies
✓ Some important findings and data from available 

research literature are presented below. 

Rabiei and Khoshnudian (2011)

• The main objective of this study was to identify the

effects of vertical ground motion on response of

multistory buildings isolated with friction

pendulum bearings.

• A 4-story building isolated with friction bearing

was modelled as a shear type structure with one

lateral degree of freedom at each floor.

• Vertical dynamics of the system were neglected.

• FP bearing was modelled assuming small

displacement as per Zayas et al. (1987) that

considered effect of axial force variation.

Calvi et al. (2004)
• The main objective of this study was to evaluate effect of axial 

force variation on response of bridges isolated with friction 

pendulum bearings.  

• Straight and curved bridge model was developed to test effect

of axial force variation on bridges isolated with FPS.

• Parameters varied were: span length, pier height, deck aspect

ratio, Acceleration components, FPS models.

• Vertical dynamics of bridge do not appear to be considered.

E-Defense Test

• Parameters varied were: Superstructure period,

Isolation period, Coefficient of friction, Modal

damping ratio. The following figures plot base

shear amplification factor vs vertical peak ground

acceleration(PGA-V) for various ground motions.
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• Graphs below show axial force variation on isolators under 2d

(longitudinal and transverse) motion and 3d(longitudinal,

transverse and vertical) motion according to span length.

• Since base shear is related to axial forces acting on isolators,

shear demand on bridge pier will increase as axial force

variation is high when vertical shaking is included. However,

the effect could not be quantified from data in the paper.

Objectives
• The primary objective is to review current literature

on amplification of base shear and related effects in

structures with friction bearings, focusing on

bridges. Studies that have found a significant effect

will be reviewed in detail, and data quantified

whenever possible.
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• Specimen

tested: Full

scale 2 Х 2 bay

5-story steel

moment

resisting frame

(10 Х 12 m in

plan and 16 m

high) isolated

with triple

friction

pendulum

bearing.

Conclusion
• A few studies agree that vertical shaking signinficantly

increases base shear in FPS isolated structures. There is 

almost no work on effect of vertical shaking in isolated 

bridges, which shows need for the project.


